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much has already been said and written about 
Gurung culture in general and more particularly 
on their funerary practices, in the four well-known 
reference works by Bernard Pignède, alan macfar-
lane, Stan r. mumford, d.a. messerschmidt and S.S 
Strickland. these complete studies cover a wide 
range of topics, including profane life, myths, ori-
gins and faith. We have nonetheless been able to 
make some approximate observations concerning 
the second funerary ceremony called rhiteba, which 
is performed in the course of the post-death ritual 
called pae. in the paper which follows, after a brief 
synopsis of the ethnic group’s characteristics, we 
respectfully provide new elements which we hope, 
in conjunction with the aforementioned works, will 
shed additional light on the funerary ceremony of 
the Gurung.

the rhiteba Funeral rite of the Gurung and 
the Chyaruru Psychopomp Bird

By adrien Viel & L.S. akshunna

“the soul is the only bird 
that supports its cage.”

Victor Hugo, Les misérables
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the Gurung - a General introduction

the Gurung, who call themselves the tamu, are one of the indi-
genous ethnic groups of nepal who still practice their culture 
and traditions. according to their myths, the Gurung have dif-
fering explanations for their origins, with some favoring native 
indigenous origins (nepal), some favoring a tibetan origin 
from the mount Kailash area, and yet others China. indra Baha-
dur Kepchhe tamu1,  who believes in a mongolian origin for 
the Gurung, says they came from a village called tchõn nasa in 
an area of northern mongolia that borders on Siberia, where 
their ancestors, seven mothers and nine fathers, lived close to 
seven lakes and nine mountains peaks. their migration route 
would have taken them from there to ancient tibet, now China, 
from the  Qinghai area at Kokonor Lake, to Sichuan and  then to 
Yunnan, from Yunnan to Lhoka and Shigatse, and thence final-
ly to mustang, manang and Kolha in nepal. they spread from 
the Gandaki region and today live in nearly all parts of nepal, 
as well as in other countries such as the united Kingdom, the 
united States, Belgium and Hong Kong. nepal’s  latest natio-
nal population census, conducted in 2011, puts the number of 
Gurung at 522,641, a smaller number than the 543,571 people 
that the 2001 census recorded.

most Gurung speak their mother tongue tamu Kyui, a trans-Hi-
malayan language2,  as well as nepali, the country’s official lan-
guage. the Gurung are traditionally nomadic herders, today, 
their main occupations are livestock and agriculture. they are 
also famous for their service in the Gurkha regiments of the 
British and indian armies.
the over two hundred clans and sub-clans are part of two main 
groups which the Gurung call pligi (pli: four; gi: clan) and kugi 
(ku: nine; gi: clan). 
the pligi group is made up of kle (nepali: ghale) and swogi 
clans. Within the swogi clan group (swo: three; gi: clan), there 
are the kwon (nepalese: ghotane), lam (nepalese and tibetan: 
lama), and lem (nepalese: lamichhane) sub-clans.
the swogi and kle clans grouped together have been referred 
to more broadly as pligi (four clans) by the Gurung, while the 
non-Gurung have called them the charjat (the four castes) of 
the Gurung.

1  Gurung culture specialist, affiliated with the Pye Lhu Sangh 
Center. interview conducted in Pokhara in august 2017. 

2 trans-Himalayan’, pp.11-40 in nathan Hill and thomas 
owen-Smith, eds., trans-Himalayan Linguistics. Berlin: mouton de 
Gruyter, 2014.

the kugi clan, considered to be that of the nine clans by the 
Gurung themselves3,  has been erroneously called sorjat (the 
sixteen castes) by the non-Gurung. it has also been erroneously 
affirmed that charjat was a high caste and sorjat a low one. 

the tribal religion practiced by the Gurung is unique. it amal-
gamates several traditions thereby creating its own distinct 
religious identity called Gurung dharma (Gurung: tamu Cho), 
based mainly on the sacred oral texts of the Gurung mythology, 
history and practices called Pye tāñ Lhu tāñ (or simply pye or 
pe). it includes elements of Shamanism, Bön and the nyingma 
ngagpa tradition of Buddhism. this inclusion of each of these 
three belief systems is reflected by the existence of three types 
of Gurung priests: pachyu4  (Shaman priest / photo 4), kyabri5  
(Bonpo priest / photo 1) and lam (Buddhist lama priest or Bon-
po lam - the name depends on the belief within the Gurung 
community6  and is a source of controversy - photo 5). 

the pachyu, or shaman priest, is the first priest who appears in 
Gurung mythology. Pachyu literally means «he who knows» in 
the Gurung language. the pachyu is considered a wise man, 
who can create connections between the known and the un-
known, and who knows how to deal with, and even to deceive, 
maleficent spirits.

3 Bernard Pignède, Les Gurungs : une population hima-
layenne, 1966, mouton, Paris, La Haye, organisation clanique et hiérar-
chique page 179.
4  there are other spellings: puju, paju, poju, pucu.
5  the spellings ghyabri/ kyabri/ lyabri/ hlewri also exist in 
the Gurung language, and are versions from the different dialects 
of different villages. the terms klyepri/ kyebri/ klhepree refer to the 
same kyabri priest but mean a priest of a kle king, the royal priest. 
all spellings are possible, but with «kyabri», we keep the etymology 
which derives its origin from kyar, i.e. Bön (the old religion) to which 
Gurung bonpos belong.
6 Ben tamblyn, ancient dialogue amidst a modern Cacopho-
ny: Gurung religious pluralism and the founding of tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries in the Pokhara valley.
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the name kyabri, of the priest associated with the Bön reli-
gion, is the equivalent of kya-ri-ba in the Gurung language, 
which is to say a guide or a master who shows the way. He is 
especially important in funerary rites, as he is the one who 
shows and guides the soul to the land of the deceased an-
cestors. in some villages, he is also intimately involved with 
the performance of certain calendrical rituals dedicated to 
village and clan deities.7

the name lam, of the priest associated with Gurung Budd-
hism, who is also called Gurung lama dharma or bonpo 
lama, means lan-mepai-lam8,  in other words the person 
who has higher knowledge of the wisdom of dharma. He 
also leads funerary rites in collaboration with shamans, and 
animal sacrifice is an essential part of both of their activi-
ties. Lam priests also follow the path of anuttarayoga tan-
tra, the highest form of tantra Yoga.
the kyabri and lam are often called shamans, but in Gurung 
culture, the pachyu is considered the true shaman, even if 
certain elements of shamanism can be noted in their prac-
tices.

Gurung Buddhism is a form of Buddhism that has flou-
rished in the Gurung community and culture alongside 
shamanic and Bön practices. that is the reason for which 
there is a real distinction between Gurung Buddhism and 
tibetan Buddhism. For instance the Gurung lam perform 
the healing rituals with shamanistic elements whereas 
the tibetan lama does not. in the villages, they are refer-
red to as ‘purano’ lama (‘old’ lama in contrast with the ‘new’ 
tibetan Buddhist lama).9  this unique tradition of Gurung 
Buddhism is on the verge of disappearance and is about 
to be replaced by tibetan culture and practices. indeed, 
Gurung Buddhism used to be taught within the Gurung 
community, but for a few generations now, the young lama 
have been sent to study in tibetan monasteries and have 
returned with a knowledge of  tibetan Buddhism that they 
apply in their practice.

7 Judith Pettigrew, Parallel landscapes: ritual and political 
values of a shamanic soul journey, 1999, Völkerkundemuseum 
Press, note 8.
8 For the origin of the words pachewa, kya-ri-ba and 
lan-mepai, see dr. Jagmang Gurung’s book tamuwanko Yetihasik 
Britanta. Kathmandu: rajendra Krhongi Lama Gurung and Jagat-
jang Krhongi Lama Gurung, 2067 B.S. Print.
9 Judith Pettigrew, Parallel landscapes: ritual and political 
values of a shamanic soul journey, 1999, Völkerkundemuseum 
Press, note 8.

the villagers do not generally choose a specific type of 
priest for the performance of their religious offices, but 
instead choose whichever one may be nearest at hand. the 
different priests will intervene in different ways in response 
to particular requests, even if, in principle, the pachyu and 
the lama are supposed to perform the healing rites, while 
the kyabri are more specialized in the funerary ceremonies.
Generally they do not perform their rites together, except 
at the funeral ceremonies, where the different priests will 
exceptionally practice together to assist a soul in finding 
the land of the ancestors. 

the First Funeral - Burial and Cremation

nothing is more important than the funerary rituals for the 
Gurung. all of their beliefs and institutions are manifest in 
the ceremonies attendant to death. the lama, pachyu and 
kyabri priests officiate side by side at these events, which 
they do not do in any other ceremony.10

the Gurung funeral ceremony is divided into two parts, an 
initial rite which includes disposing of the body (mhi sibari) 
and a concluding memorial ceremony (pai11)  which focuses 
on the deceased soul.12

When a Gurung dies, parents and neighbors come to visit 
the house of the deceased. a black tika is painted onto the 
forehead of a person who has lost someone during the 
year. the takra (principal head of household) supervises the 
creation of an ala, a bamboo mast from which a white sheet 
of cloth is hung as a flag, which is flown on the roof of the 
house. nowadays, many embellishments may be attached 
to the ala - including packs of cigarettes, items of clothing, 
or bags full of food. thus unfurled and displayed to the vil-
lage, it announces the presence of the deceased to all the 
villagers who see it from afar (photo 6).

10 Bernard Pignède, Les Gurungs : une population hima-
layenne du népal, 1966, mouton, Paris, La Haye. Les cérémonies 
des funérailles p340. it would appear that a ceremony is taking 
place every two years in manaslu, and would involve pachyu and 
lama priests.
11 there are three words for the second ceremony: barkhi, 
arghum, and pai. Barki is a nepali word only, argum or arghu are 
used in both nepali and Gurung, while pai, pae or pwe are used 
in Gurung only.
12  donald a. messerschmidt - Gurungs of nepal: 
Conflict and Change in a Village Society, 1976, ed, 
aris & Phillips Ltd. 

the maternal uncle (asyo) is required to provide the asyo-
kyoe cloth, which is about 108 inches long, to cover the 
deceased and lead the soul towards liberation. in order to 
purify the cadaver, a son-in-law will put a gold coin on the 
deceased’s mouth, and the deceased’s daughter (or ano-
ther woman in the family) will anoint the head with oil (Gu-
rung: krasar). the head rests on a clump of mud placed on a 
sheet, pointing in the northerly direction of the land of the 
ancestors. the body belongs to mud and goes back to mud.

a series of rites called Phowa/Kratava is performed, either 
by a lama or a kyabri priest depending on the case. during 
these rites, the priest, the members of the family and the 
villagers will help the departed transfer his consciousness 
by separating his spirit from his body and guiding him to-
wards the proper path.
the sons of the deceased throw offerings (pinda, balls of 
rice) and mimic the shooting of arrows towards the four 
cardinal points, pointing first in one direction and then in 
the opposite one. the gesture is a metaphor for life until 
death: the sun rises in the east and sets in the west, the 
river emerges from the Himalayas to the north and flows 
into the ocean to the south.
the cortege carries the body to the final resting place. the 
procession unravels the long kya-kyoe sheet of white cloth 
(kya: way; kyoe: cloth) which shows the soul the path it 
must choose (photo 7).
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there are four kinds of funerals: in the earth (the burial), in 
the water (the body is left to the river and carried away by 
the current), in the sky (called tibetan celestial burial or Sky 
burial) and by fire (cremation). the Gurung usually choose 
fire (photos 8,9) and earth.
Before the funerary rites are performed, the deceased’s 
nails and hair are cut and inserted into a piece of bamboo 
(photos 10,11,12) which is then hidden in the ground. this 
receptacle is called the rhi, and it will be needed for the suc-
cessful accomplishment of the second set of funerary rites.

the Second Set of Funerary rites - 
the Pae Ceremony
the origin of the practice of the pae is unknown, but a 
sacred Gurung myth (pye) which the priests still recite, 
mentions a shaman of Kohla13ab (between Lamjung and Po-
khara, where the Gurung were settled between 1000 and 
1300ad) called Syonli Pachyu. the story relates that he was 
practicing the second funerary ceremony alone, having ne-
glected to enlist the help of the asyo (maternal uncle) and 
without using the asyo-kyoe cloth that the maternal uncle 
provides for the pae. the soul was trapped and failed to be 
liberated. a kyabri from Lupra (a Bonpo village in mustang 
also known as Lapru; in Gurung, la: ancestor; pru: cliff) was 
consequently summoned to perform the pae a second 
time, and a pachyu from uicho-Chairo and a lama from nar 
also joined in the ceremony. this example illustrates the 
importance of the harmonious coexistence of ideologies 
under the single aegis of the Gurung dharma.

according to the beliefs in Gurung/tamu culture, a per-
son’s soul is captured by the maleficent forces of the nethe-
rworld (Gurung: Kron nasa) when he dies. the only way the 
soul has to make itself accepted by ancestors of the upper 
world is to reach heaven, where they reside. Pae, the tamu 
community’s second funerary ritual, is a three-day long 
event whose objective is to accompany the deceased on 
his voyage to that place.

13a C. evans, with J. Pettigrew, Y. Kromchain tamu and 
m. turin - Grounded Knowledge and Walking Land: archaelogi-
cal research and ethno-Historical identity in Central nepal. 2009, 
Published by: mcdonald institute for archaeological research 
university of Cambridge. 
13b C. evans, Pettigrew. Judith, acharya. u, tamu. Y - the 
Kohla Project 2000 – the First Season of excavation – 2002, uni-
versity of Limerick. 

these second funerary rites are generally performed be-
tween 13 and 49 days after the death, but there is no strict 
rule. the exact date is determined by the astrologer (pain-
di/ jyotishi). the ritual takes place when the family has the 
means to pay for it, and that may require waiting for sev-
eral years in some cases. the ceremony is very costly for the 
deceased’s family, and several grieving families sometimes 
pool their resources to ease the financial burden.

the beginning of the pae process is announced in the same 
way as the burial, which is to say by the erection of the ala, 
which the deceased must see in order to be able to find his 
way (photos 13,14). 
etymologically, the term “tamu” appears to derive from “ta”, 
which means “summit” and “mu” which means “sky”. in this 
respect, tamu cosmology does not differ from the religious 
faiths of other nepalese ethnic groups, and recognizes a 
supra-terrestrial world as well as a netherworld, which are 
connected by a polar ladder.14 

14 mumford, Stan royal. Himalayan dialogue: tibetan 
Lamas and Gurung. Shamans in nepal. 1989. madison, Wisconsin, 
and London: the university.
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the creation of the plah, the effigy of the deceased indi-
vidual, takes place on the second day. this is a decisive 
moment, and the sons-in-law are in charge of managing 
it. Work begins with the manufacture of a conical structure 
made of bamboo stalks which will function as the support 
for the cage (photos 15,16). 
Women hang clothes belonging to the departed on it and 
attach all kinds of gifts to it, just as they did for the ala, and 
then the whole structure is placed on the main altar (Gu-
rung : Chohn - photo 17). Sometimes straw mannequins 
representing the dead are also manufactured (photos 
18,19).
as it represents the soul of the deceased individual in its 
most concrete form15,  the effigy is called plah like the soul 
(pla) in the tamu language (tibetan: bla). However, in order 
to make the distinction between the soul and the effigy, we 
will use the spelling plah for the effigy and pla for the soul. 
in situ, some call it the “vessel” - the vessel that can reach 
other worlds.
the plah is the refuge of the deceased person’s soul. once 
the soul has reached the plah, it is seen as the deceased’s 
soul.16  during the first funerary rites, the nails and hair of 
the deceased were preserved in a bamboo stalk called the 
rhi (which means “body”) and buried while awaiting the 
second funerary rites. When the deceased’s rhi is inserted 
into the effigy, the plah becomes that person.
in order to liberate the body, the priest will have to fight the 
demoniacal forces with the rhiteba ritual.

rhiteba - the Battle against the demons for the 
Liberation of the Soul - the Chyaruru Bird.
the rhiteba ritual (rhi: remains of the body; tebari: bring-
ing the rhi while dancig) is a central event in the pae cer-
emony. it consists of a confrontation between priests and 
sons-in-law, in the form of a dance that recreates the the 
soul imprisonment in hell and its ensuing struggle against 
the demons. in tamu myth, the deceased person goes di-
rectly to the netherworld and must be saved to find the 
path towards the ancestors. it is said that the first pae was 
performed by a bird called chyaruru.

15 Bernard Pignède, Les Gurungs : une population hima-
layenne du népal, 1966, mouton, Paris, La Haye. Les cérémonies 
des funérailles p348.
16 the Gurung recognize nine kinds of souls for men 
and seven for women. a connection may exist with the seven 
mothers and the nine fathers, and the seven lakes and nine 
mountain peaks in the tchõn nasa village.

the rescue of a soul and its voyage are directed by the ky-
abri who represents the bird (photos 20,21). to play this 
part, a dagger in the shape of a koel cuckoo17 is attached 
to his belt or held tightly in his hands as he advances slowly 
towards the demons that the sons-in-law represent.
the bird is called chyaruru in the Sikles region (northwest 
of Pokhara), nami18  in the Lamjung region (east of the Kas-
ki district), or tohye-chya in the Syangja district (south of 
Pokhara). the words chya and nami both mean “bird” in the 
Gurung language, but since Sikles is considered the center 
of Gurung culture, we’ll use the term chyaruru to best reach 
the broadest audience with our study.
Having liberated the soul from the netherworld in the form 
of a chyaruru, the kyabri guides it towards oble mountain 
in the Southern manang district (the Gandaki zone, north-
west of Gorkha), then to Lake manasarovar in tibet and fi-
nally to mount Kailash. that is where they enter the nine 
upper levels to attain the ancestral heaven archetype, ichai-
dewa-singa.
in the pye (the Gurung myths) of the kyabri of Sikles, the 
following chant is recited:
te-ye cu-lo cu-lo phu-ro-ma ci-ma-ye de-ra tsu ! te-qye lo-ru 
ma-sa krõ-ye kra-ra la-ra ke-ma ru-ra ke-la-ʃõ ! 
may the bird come to [my] side! may the bird from Lupra 
marsyo [a Bonpo village in mustang] come to the [lewri’/
kyabri’s] head!

Gurung myths do mention how and when the practice of 
rhiteba began. it is believed that the pae and the rhiteba 
together were first performed in the second kalpa yuga (a 
Hindu time unit). a story tells that there was once a couple, 
and that the husband’s name was Leapuru-le (also known 
as Pahura-kyala) and the wife was called Phimupyuringi. 
the husband died when he fell into the river, and when his 
son-in-law turje Kuye brought his rhi, the rhiteba ceremony 
took place for the first time.19 

17 Several species of birds are mentioned in connection 
with this type of dagger, like the Himalayan pigeon and the raven.
18 the spelling namye is sometimes used.
19 Lhegetamu, d. tamuKaiwataa. BhimsenGurung: 
Syangja; 2007 (in nepalese).
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the philosophical concept of chyaruru has roots in the Bön 
religion and is associated with its founder  tonpar Shenrab 
miwoche (Gurung: miwar-khe), with the divinity Khyung 
ngonpo, and with the protector Sipai Gyalmo. Khyung 
ngonpo is the mythical bird of the Bön religion which is 
called Garuda in Buddhism and Hindouism. Sipai Gyalmo 
is a female protective and meditational divinity who rides 
a bird and embodies power, wisdom and compassion. ac-
cording to John myrdhin reynolds,  tonpa Shenrab mi-
woche descended from the heavens, specifically from the 
sky-world of Sidpa Yesang (srid-pa ye-sangs) in the form of 
an azure-colored cuckoo some 18000 years ago.20

these three conceptions of Bön were incorporated into the 
ceremony performed by the kyabri priests and became in-
dispensable for the second burial. they are materialized by 
the dagger in the shape of a bird which has a psychopomp 
function (photos).

20  ancient tibetan Bompo Shamanism article page 2 on 
the Vajranatha web site. http://vajranatha.com/articles/traditions/
bonpo.html?start=1
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the duel dance of the Kyabri
during rhiteba, the mho (sons-in-law in the tamu language) 
become mwo/mõh/mо̄, meaning the ghosts or demons. to 
assume the role of the demons, the sons-in-law in the de-
ceased’s family will wear costumes and fantastical masks 
formerly made of wood but nowadays sometimes also of 
latex. their faces and their wrists must be covered with veg-
etal matter, and they will have a knot tied at the bottom of 
their backs. the upper parts of their bodies can be covered 
with cardboard, and a face may be drawn on their naked 
abdomens which comes to life when the stomach swells 
(mulkatta). there don’t appear to be any limits or borders 
between the tribal and the folkloric in the creative process 
here (photos 31, 32).
the deceased’s soul is held captive in the netherworld and 
is materialized by the rhi, the piece of bamboo held in the 
hands of the costumed sons-in-law.
the kyabri priest, dressed in a long ritual robe, also wears 
the urgyen, a five-pointed coiffure that resembles a crown. 
the five gods that appear on the urgyen (sometimes called 
the five kyabri guru) represent the four cardinal points 
(north, south, east and west) and the god located at the 
center of the earth. the urgyen is traditionally made of lok-
ta paper, a thick hand-made paper, which is attached to a 
band of fabric tied around the head.21

the priest performs a choreography to the sound of clang-
ing cymbals, advancing slowly towards the enemies in or-
der to capture the rhi.
Sometimes the scene is acted out by a single priest facing 
off against a single son-in-law. But the living can never be 
too careful in their dealings with beings from other worlds, 
and in most cases the ritual consequently involves many 
more. in some places, the Gurung pachyu shamans accom-
pany the kyabri priests (or the lama and we will devote a 
special passage to this particular situation).
these groups of priests confront the sons-in-law that play 
the demons. the attacks resemble military maneuvers and 
are executed with great precision. the seriousness of the 
priests contrasts with the provocative attitude of the sons-
in-law, and the demons the latter play are terrifying - their 
movements are disjointed, and their gait is jerky (photos 33 
to 39).

21 explanation found at tamu Pye Lhu sangh inside the 
Kohibo, the shamanic monastery and cultural center in Pokhara.

in order to be the incarnation of evil and to reproduce the 
violence of the netherworld, the sons-in-law may, in certain 
cases, dress like transvestites, wearing fake penises, fake 
pairs of testicles, and mimic penetration of the priests. they 
can also play drunken characters, moving spasmodically 
and unpredictably, and causing the public to laugh at their 
behavior. these actions symbolize the conflict between the 
body and the soul, between materialism and spiritualism, 
and between sexuality and higher consciousness. Some-
times the contemporary context comes through in the cer-
emony in surprising ways. imaginations are apparently lim-
itless when sons- in-law play werewolves and transvestites, 
and when they arrive at the ceremony on scooters! even if 
they wear neither masks nor costumes, they will attempt 
to deceive the priests by holding pieces of bamboo in their 
hands that they claim to be the genuine rhi.
then the hands of the priest that hold the psychopomp bird 
begin to tremble. the cymbals and drums begin to make a 
deafening sound as the row of priests is broken and the ky-
abri pursue the maleficent forces and try to tear the rhi from 
their hands while the sons-in-law that represent those evil 
forces enter into a state of trance. a crowd gathers around 
the rhi, placed on a straw mat by the priest beforehand, and 
throws petals and other kinds of offerings onto it. the rhi as 
a symbol of the body of the deceased has been recovered. 
it is now placed in the plah so that the deceased person can 
live again for one last time (photos 40, 41).
People will come to pay their respects all night bearing all 
kinds of offerings. Sometimes a young chicken with the rhi 
attached to its legs will be put into the plah in order to re-
vive the soul of the effigy by providing it with more oxygen 
(photo 42).
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Gurung Lama’s dress  
Collection Le toit du monde

the duel dance of the Lama
most of the time, when the lam (nepalese and tibetan: 
lama), the traditional Gurung lama, are called upon to per-
form the pae, their duel dance is very similar to that of the 
kyabri. However, in some cases, it may take another form, 
and this adapted version of the rhiteba is more serene, and 
more closely resembles a game than the re-enactment of 
combat that the kyabri priests engage in.
this form of the ceremony is called plahteba, (and accord-
ing to tamu myths, it is the one the kyabri practiced origi-
nally), but that name is apparently rarely used any more 
nowadays, and the ceremony takes two days and one night 
to complete. it may vary according to location - some lama 
can perform a traditional rhiteba (photo 43), and kyabri can 
also do the opposite. apparently the kyabri of Lamjung and 
Gorkha also have a practice called plahteba.
in the Buddhist practice of plahteba (photos 44,45), the 
priests advance slowly towards the mho who hold the en-
tire plah with the rhi inside it. the Buddhist priests dance 
slowly, turning and kneeling to the sound of the cymbals 
and the drums as they attempt to catch the effigy. their 
slow choreography, executed in beautiful costumes while 
they hold kangling and vajra in their hands imparts a hyp-
notic atmosphere to the scene. For some plahteba, the 
lama wear masks that represent irate divinities. in their role 
as angered gods, they start a war with the creatures of the 
netherworld represented by the sons-in-law. this spectacle 
recreates the same scene of liberation of the soul that the 
kyabri portray with the bird dagger (photo 46: Here the 
lama uses a phurbu surmounted by a bird’s head).

Like the kyabri priests, the lama descend to the nether-
world to seize the soul. When they charge towards the 
sons-in-law, a game of cat and mouse begins, and the latter 
elude them by jumping away, while throwing the plah over 
the priests.
the game is over when a lama touches the effigy. in some 
areas, plahteba ceremonies may involve the use of more 
than one effigy, but a lama always has to touch but one in 
order to end the game. in principle, the rhi should be inside 
the effigy during these dances, but apparently in practice, 
because of its importance, the mho keep it separately from 
the plah to protect it and avoid losing it.
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Sometimes the duel dance is performed by the lama at 
night and takes a form other than that of the rhiteba or the 
plahteba. We will describe this rite based on footage from 
film clips taken in the village of Gumda by its inhabitants. 
after the cremation of the body, the soul wanders around 
the funerary site and needs to be guided to find the path of 
the ancestors. the ritual begins when the errant soul must 
return to the place of the ceremony. to find it, the lama 
spins around the altar holding a small white flag between 
his teeth. He also holds a tibetan bell in one hand and a 
vajra in the other. a kangling, a phurba and a knife may be 
used in the course of this funerary rite as well. Some assis-
tants play the drum very loudly to accompany the priest. 
Close to the altar, a row of priests protects the effigy that 
contains the rhi. Some of them hold incandescent wooden 
sticks which they use as penises as they mimic sexual pos-
es. the battle between the lama and the sons-in-law begins 
and the crowd becomes agitated. the lama fights his way 
through the human shield which blocks his path to the ef-
figy. He raises his phurba threateningly. after a long fight, 
the lama succeeds in breaking through the human chain 
and reaches the plah (photo 50).

one observes on film footage shot by locals in other vil-
lages that this ceremony can also take place in the daytime. 
in some cases, some of the individuals who try to stop the 
priests are actually the lama’s assistants. other assistants 
may play the role of buffoons. dressed in costumes and 
sometimes masked (photos 51, 52, 53), they spread ashes 
(ostensibly those of the deceased) around the location 
where the funerary rite is being held to protect it and to 
chase away the maleficent spirits. 
the ashes are also thrown into the crowd as a prank. the 
buffoons’ role is to make both people and spirits laugh, but 
simultaneously to frighten them as well. Spirits indeed have 
the reputation of being very puritanical.  the buffoons’ role 
is vital, as it is they who facilitate the passage between  the 
worlds.22 

22 anne de Sales, Je suis né de vos jeux de tambours. La 
religion chamanique des magar du nord, 1991. nanterre, Société 
d’ethnologie, université de Paris X.  

Last day of the Pae: Chyalasi
on the day after the rhiteba ritual that concludes the pae 
ceremony, the chyalasi ritual begins. Chyalasi is the last part 
of the pae, and the second funerary rites would be incom-
plete and in a way meaningless without it.
the term chyalasi appears to mean “the alignment of the 
soul with the divine” in the Gurung language, or in other 
words, the return of the soul to the ancestral land in the 
heavens, where it will be liberated. once the deceased has 
been escorted and has arrived in the land of the ancestors 
to be freed, the priest, prior to returning from there will say:

“You have now been aligned here with your ancestors in 
this divine and enlightened kingdom, but we are not yet 
dead. We must go back”.

the kyabri, still a bird, returns to earth retracing his route 
along the same path, passing again by mount Kailash, Lake 
manasarovar, dolpo, and manang, and finally arriving at 
the place where the pae took place, to destroy the effigy 
and its rhi (photos 54,55,56). the ritual is now concluded.   
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the Special Case of the death of a Pachyu’s relative

When a death occurs in a pachyu’s home, he alone performs 
a special ritual before the rhiteba duel dance. He wears a 
hat covered with feathers and holds a dagger of porcupine 
quills called dumsi-ko-kada in nepalese or dvasimrhu in 
Gurung23  (photos 57,58,59). 

He rotates his dagger rapidly between his hands while 
holding it just above the rhi associated with maleficent 
spirits in his struggle against them. He cleans and pro-
tects the rhi, which is lying on a straw mat, and seeks 
the maleficent spirits’ permission to take it. all of the 
women of the clan support the priest in this endeavor, 
and shake special sticks made specifically for this situ-
ation. it is commonly said that maleficent spirits are 
afraid of attacking men when many women are present.

23 We have already observed a pachyu priest using a woo-
den phurba, but the porcupine quills were always still present in 
pieces of fabric.

Conclusion
We can observe that birds play a major role in the beliefs 
of the pachyu and the klhebri. Various kinds of representa-
tions of birds are seen on their costumes and their ritual 
objects. there are, for example, pheasant feathers in the té, 
the pachyu’s headdress. one of his ritual objects is also the 
laroma (photo 60), a hornbill beak or a wooden represen-
tation of one. the klhebri wears a nemye, a wooden carv-
ing which represents the Himalayan pigeon. Birds have 
symbolic significance because of their capacity for flight. 
one of the shaman’s essential powers is his ability to travel 
through space and to exercise power over the spirits and 
souls without moving his body from the ritual area. thus, 
even though he may remains seated, a shaman’s spirit can 
be projected outside of his physical body. this ability to “fly” 
is symbolized by the representations of birds that surround 
him.24

the astonishing syncretism of Gurung culture, illustrated 
by the three kinds of priests, in a geographic area in which 
each place preserves its own heritage, imparts a feeling of 
vitality and freedom to the varied practices of the ceremo-
nies. 
the Gurung shamans of Barpak (Ghale Gurung) in the Gork-
ha area of the Gandaki in nepal for example, use a tamang 
type phurba in their rituals. their drums also differ from 
those in the Pokhara region, and have a sculpted handle. 
this could be due to their proximity to a tamang zone.
While on the on hand, given the complexity of the local 
contexts, this text cannot pretend to be an exhaustive or 
comprehensive study of the subject it deals with, thanks 
to the impressive quantity of film clips shot by the Gurung 
themselves, and their willingness to share and transmit 
their culture, in combination with our in situ research, it can 
hope to provide a good overview of the pae ceremony with 
a special emphasis on the rhiteba ritual.

24 explanation obtained at tamu Pye Lhu sangh inside the 
Kohibo, the shamanic monastery and cultural center in Pokhara.
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